








Certified loss   
Like a police report on a car crash, a harbor certificate verified the shipwreck.

浦証文‐事故の証明

OBLIGATION
while bound for the Morioka-han port of Kuwagasaki.  On 
arrival he was to inform port officials of the loss.  He would 
then petition them for a port certificate, ura shömon, that 
could absolve his crew of responsibility while clearing the 
way for insurance claims.

Similarly in the Mito-han port of Nakaminato, the 
shipwreck started by the 1700 tsunami resulted in a petition 
and certificate (below).  The petitioners included not just the 

S AWAITED the captain who lost cargo at sea captain but also villagers from Nakaminato and Isohama, 
along with two men we call samurai because they have family 
names.  They addressed their joint petition to officials of 
Mito-han and Isohama village.  In response, village headmen 
affirmed the accident and han officials, having made an 
inspection of their own, issued the certificate.

As copied into Öuchi-ke "Go-yödome,” this ura shömon 
contains both the petition and the certificate.  Each mentions 
the “high waves” we ascribe to the 1700 tsunami (p. 73). 

The certificate begins by itemizing the loss of 470 bales 
of rice (right).  Those bales probably looked like the ones that 
burly men fill, cinch, lift, and carry in the Hokusai sketches 
below.  Each bale, with a volume of one hyö (i-ppyö), 
probably weighed close to 60 kilograms (130 pounds).

Two and a half bales made up one koku.  A unit of 
volume, the koku measured such quantities as the capacity of 
freighters.  But it also measured wealth and status—the 
amount of rice granted annually to a samurai (the 50-koku 
stipend of the former merchant, Moriai Chüzaemon, p. 53), 
and the officially expected agricultural yields that ranked 
daimyo domains (examples, below right).   

ON CERTIFICATION OF SHIPWRECKS, see 
Miyako-shi Kyöiku I'inkai (1981, p. 498-519) 
and wrecks 49 and 56 in Nakaminato Shishi 
Hensan I'inkai (1993).

BOAT AND YIELDS from “Nihon kaisan 
chöriku zu,” 1694 (p. 30-31), courtesy of the 
East Asian Library, University of California, 
Berkeley.

“MEN BALING RICE” from “Hokusai 
manga” (“The sketches of Hokusai”), v. 3, page 
6r.  Woodblock-printed album published in 
1850 by Eirakuya Töshirö and Kadomaruya 
Jinsuke.  Courtesy of The Art Institute of 
Chicago, image 761.952. 

Narrative (p. 68-69) Loss (opposite)Narrative

PETITION CERTIFICATE StartFinish
REPUTED YIELDS 
OF DAIMYO DOMAINS

“Men baling rice”  From a book of sketches by Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849).
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Captain Kambe'e hailed 
from Ukedo, Nakamura-
han (p. 67).  His boat 
may have resembled the 
bale-laden one below.

Mito-han officials 
Kobayashi and 
Suzuki, on behalf 
of senior ministers 
(karö) Okazawa 
and Ayuzawa, 
endorsed the 
village officials' 
account by 
appending the 
certification at 
right.
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